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Praised by everyone from sports writers to professional golfers to weekend duffers, Rick Smith's

golf clinics are so popular that there is a two-year waiting list to attend them. How To Find Your

Perfect Golf Swing cuts out the waiting time. In this clear, concise book, Rick Smith shows you how

to customize your practice, play, and equipment in the way that works best for your body type,

natural ability, and skill level. His unconventional methods for setting up and swinging, as well as his

famous practice techniques, are fully explained and illustrated with drawings and four-color

photographs. Enlightening case studies pinpoint the mistakes of average golfers and well-known

PGA stars such as Jack Nicklaus, Lee Janzen, Billy Andrade, Rocco Mediate and include specific

solutions to common swing and shot-making problems. Smith's profiles of the PGA players with the

best address, the best takeaway, the best at-the-top-position, and other models of expertise, will

spur golfers along the path of improvement and help them achieve new levels of excellence.
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For the past five or six years I have read the leading golf magazines and numerous books about

golf. This is the best instructional material I have read. The concept of the full swing was easy for

me to understand and I appreciated the way Rick Smith dispelled many of the myths we've

associated with the golf swing.This book is for the person, like me, who likes to hit golf balls. I know

I have improved my swing and lifted my confidence level as a result of reading this book.I'm reading

it now for the third time.Thank's Rick



If you want complicated, try Gary Wiren or Homer Kelly. Smith focuses first on impact (a la Johnny

Miller), the backswing, downswing and then the setup. The still photos were good - I would have

liked to seen more. There's also a useful faults and fixes section. Smith isn't a method teacher and

is mostly clear in his descriptions of the swing. I had to reread a couple of parts to understand what

he was trying to say. Although alot of what he writes is covered in other texts, he does make alot of

enlightening points I've never read about before. I'd recommend this book for someone who's

already had a lesson or two or read Golf for Dummies and knocked the ball around a little.

Ultimately, a lesson from a good teacher is always preferred.

Clear instructional book. Worth the money- Rick is an excellent teacher of the game and focuses on

the proper way to strike the ball. No fluff- good solid book.

The book has done a good job of dispelling certain myths about the golf swing. I read every golf

book that comes along and think that this book is similiar to the book GOLF IS A WOMAN'S GAME.

Both books address myths about the golf swing. A suggestion.. if you liked this book try GOLF IS A

WOMAN'S GAME both books are a one two punch

This book is for my boyfriend and he says he loves it because it's all about golf. He's been enjoying

reading it.
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